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Product Data Sheet 
 

RAIDO ATF VI Multi 
 

Description: 
 RAIDO ATF VI Multi - is an automatic gear oil on a basis of the latest technology of HC/HT 

hydrocrack oils, which is permitted by General Motors for use in vehicles with automatic 
gearboxes. The special formulation ensures a lifespan that is twice as long as that of a 
comparable ATF oil. 

 RAIDO ATF VI Multi meets the requirements of the gear oil specifications of General Motors for 
all vehicles with hydramatic automatic gearboxes from 2006 onwards. 

 

Properties: 
 Good resistance against lubricant failures under hard operating conditions 

 Outstanding resistance to oil sludge and deposit formation 

 Superior wear protection, better resistance to foaming for smooth switching as well as reduced 

wear of bearings, bushings and gears 

 Longer oil lifespan, extension of the gearbox lifespan,  

 Longer change intervals   

 Excellent fluidity at low temperatures  

 Prevention of coupling grinding in modulation rotary converters 

Application: 
 RAIDO ATF VI Multi is an automatic gear oil on a basis of the latest technology of HC/HT 

hydrocrack oils, which is permitted by General Motors for use in vehicles with automatic 
gearboxes. The special formulation ensures a lifespan that is twice as long as that of a 
comparable ATF oil. 

 RAIDO ATF VI Multi meets the requirements of the gear oil specifications of General Motors for 
all vehicles with hydramatic automatic gearboxes from 2006 onwards. 

 RAIDO ATF VI Multi is fully backward-compatible with DEXRON®-III (H), III and IIE applications. 
Always follow the recommendations in your vehicle’s instruction manual. 

 

Specifications: 
Dexron® VI  
MB 236.41, 236.12, 236.14   
BMW 83 22 0 397 114  
GM1940184, GM93165414 
 

Physical Characteristics: 
 

Density at 15 ° C, kg / l:                                                                            843 

Viscosity 100 ° C, mm² / s: 6,00 
Viskositätsindex: 157 
Flash Point COC, ° C: 212 
Fließpunkt, °C : -45 
Colour Red 
  
 
The data mentioned in this product information sheet is meant to enable the reader to orientate himself about the properties and possible applications 

of our products. Although this overview is composed with all possible care on the stated date, the compiler does not accept any liability for damages 
caused by incompleteness and/or inaccuracies in this information, especially when these are caused by obvious typing errors. The terms of delivery of 
the supplier apply to all product supplies. The reader is advised, especially for critical applications, to make the final product choice in consultation with 
the supplier. Due to continual product research and development, the information contained herein is subject to changes without notification. 


